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Abstract
Contrastivism about interrogative understanding is the view that ‘S understands why
p’ posits a three-place epistemic relation between a subject S, a fact p, and an alter-
native to p, q. This thesis stands in stark opposition to the natural idea that a subject
S can be said to understand why p simpliciter. I argue that contrastivism offers the
best explanation for the fact that evaluations of the form ‘S understands why p’ vary
depending on the alternatives to p under consideration. I also show that contrastivism
offers valuable resources with which to explain the gradability of interrogative under-
standing attributions, as well as the sensitivity of these attributions to the perceived
degree of epistemic demandingness of different contexts.

Keywords Understanding · Understanding-why · Contrastivism · Gradability ·
Context-sensitivity

1 Introduction

Interrogative understanding is the epistemic state ascribed by claims of the form ‘S
understands why p’—e.g., ‘Mary understands why the Earth revolves around the Sun’
or ‘Quentin understands why Venezuela is in crisis’. In this paper, I argue for con-
trastivism about interrogative understanding. That is, I defend the following thesis:

Ternary ‘Understands why’ posits a three-place epistemic relation of under-
standing-why between a subject S, a fact p, and an alternative to p, q—i.e., U-
why(S,p,q).

Ternary stands in stark opposition to the natural idea that we can analyse claims
of the form ‘S understands why p’ in terms of a two-place epistemic relation holding
between a subject S and a fact p. That is:

Binary ‘Understandswhy’ posits a two-place epistemic relation of understanding-
why between a subject S and a fact p—i.e., U-why(S,p).
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My main contention is that Ternary offers the best account of a notable pattern in
our attributions of interrogative understanding: namely, their contrast-sensitivity. This
refers to a natural shift in our evaluation of claims of the form ‘S understands why p’
dependingonwhich alternatives top are under consideration. In addition, I demonstrate
that Ternary allows us to account for the gradability of interrogative understanding
attributions, as well as the sensitivity of these attributions to the perceived degree of
epistemic demandingness of different contexts. In light of these considerations, I argue
that there are good reasons to endorse Ternary.

Here is a detailed plan of the paper. I first give a brief overview of recent inquiry
into the nature of interrogative understanding (Sect. 2). I then show that at least some
interrogative understanding ascriptions are contrast-sensitive and propose that such
attributions effectively express claims of the form ‘S understands why p rather than q’
(Sect. 3). In the subsequent section (Sect. 4), I explain that Ternary naturally accom-
modates for such interrogative understanding ascriptions. I then argue that the most
plausible readings of Binary cannot account for the contrast-sensitivity of interroga-
tive understanding ascriptions (Sect. 5). Finally, I consider and reject three objections
to Ternary (Sect. 6).

2 Interrogative understanding

Most recent inquiry into the nature of interrogative understanding focuses on exam-
ining patterns in how we ascribe this epistemic state (both to others and to ourselves).
Typically, these examinations proceed by considering a set of hypothetical or real sce-
narios to assess whether some subject S in those circumstances could plausibly be said
to have interrogative understanding of some fact p.1 The central assumption underly-
ing this approach is that our evaluations of the sort ‘S understands why p’ can shed
light on which conditions S must satisfy in order to have interrogative understanding
of p. Thus, it is generally assumed that we can gain explanatory purchase on what is
required to understand, say, why crows fly by investigating the circumstances under
which we ascribe understanding of why crows fly to others or to ourselves.

In this paper, I will take this approach for granted. That is, I assume that we
can inquire into the nature of interrogative understanding by attending to how we
ascribe this epistemic state. Indeed, the arguments I develop in this paper will rely
on this precise methodology. However, it is noteworthy that attempts to define the
nature of interrogative understanding via an analysis of our attributions (or retrac-
tions) of this epistemic state have proven notoriously divisive. Parties to these disputes
diverge on whether interrogative understanding is factive, and on the relationship of
this epistemic state to propositional knowledge, epistemic justification, and luck (for
reviews: Brun et al. 2016; Gordon 2017; Hannon forthcoming). For current purposes,
I set all such debates aside. My aim in what follows will be to make headway in
inquiry about the nature of interrogative understanding without taking sides on any
such controversial matters. To do so, I will focus on a pattern of interrogative under-

1 For some illustrative examples of this approach, see the bibliography in Brun et al. (2016), Gordon (2017),
and Hannon (forthcoming).
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standing ascriptions that has been largely neglected in the recent literature: namely,
their contrast-sensitivity. In the next section, I introduce an example of the contrast-
sensitivity of interrogative understanding that will guide discussion for the remainder
of this paper. But before proceeding, it will be useful to emphasise some further points
of agreement in the literature on interrogative understanding.

Understanding why p is widely regarded to be a (relatively) cognitively demanding
epistemic state. To establish this claim, Pritchard (2009) uses an example which seems
to show that interrogative understanding is more demanding than knowledge:

Suppose that I understand why my house burned down, know why it burned
down, and also know that it burned down because of faulty wiring. Imagine
further that my young son asks me why his house burned down and I tell him.
He has no conception of how faulty wiring might cause a fire, so we could hardly
imagine that merely knowing this much suffices to afford him understanding of
why his house burned down. Nevertheless, he surely does know that his house
burned down because of faultywiring, and thus also knowswhy his house burned
down.
(Pritchard 2009, p. 38)

Building on this proposal, Pritchard argues that interrogative understanding is a kind
of cognitive achievement that is creditable to the exercise of certain fairly elaborate
cognitive abilities, and that this sets interrogative understanding apart fromknowledge.
Hills (2015) argues along similar lines, using the following example to motivate this
idea:

Suppose that you know why giving money to charity is right, namely because
we owe assistance to the very needy. You were told this by your parents. You
understand what the statement means. You believe it and it is true. You have
formed it in the right way to have knowledge (by testimony from sources you
rightly believe to be reliable). But you won’t necessarily yet have the abilities
to make accurate judgements about other, similar cases—where you are aware
that your sacrifice would be more significant, or that the needs you could meet
are not pressing. And so on.
(Hills 2015, pp. 669–670)

Hills takes this example to show that interrogative understanding, unlike knowledge,
involves a distinctive set of cognitive abilities. She develops this claim in terms of the
popular view that interrogative understanding requires a certain ‘grasp’ of a body of
information—which she explains as follows:

The best way of thinking of it is by an analogy with grasping a ball or cup of tea
or similar. If you grasp a ball, you have it under your control. You canmanipulate
it, move it, turn it round, and so on […]
(Hills 2015, p. 663)

Hills develops this analogy in terms of the claim that understanding why p requires
a form of cognitive control. That is, a set of abilities for manipulating the relationship
between p and some other proposition, r, which enables one to, among other things,
explain p in terms of r, and conclude p from the belief that r.
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There has beenmuch controversy onwhether the examples offered by Pritchard and
Hills succeed in driving awedge between knowledge and interrogative understanding.2

Nevertheless, many accept that these and other similar kinds of examples suffice to
demonstrate that interrogative understanding is a (relatively) cognitively demanding
epistemic state. And like Hills, others have sought to flesh out this claim in terms of
the idea that interrogative understanding involves a distinctive ‘grasp’ of a body of
information (see, e.g., Kvanvig 2003; De Regt and Dieks 2005; Grimm 2014; Strevens
2016; Elgin 2017; Khalifa 2017). Now, despite there being little to no consensus on
how to best characterise the notion of ‘grasp’, many agree that it is intricately linked
to capacities for counterfactual reasoning.3 According to this view, if S understands
why p, then S is sensitive not just to how things are in the world with respect to p,
but also to how things could have been if certain factors had been different. Thus, if S
understands why p, and that r is why p, then S would not only correctly evaluate that
r engenders p, but also how changes in r would affect p in various possible ways.

The putative link between interrogative understanding and counterfactual reasoning
will prove important for our purposes. As already mentioned, my aim is to argue
that Ternary provides the best account of three important patterns of interrogative
understanding ascriptions: their contrast-sensitivity, gradability, and their sensitivity
to the perceived degree of epistemic demandingness of different contexts. However,
as I later explain (Sect. 6), all such features may seem to be aptly accounted for in
terms of the counterfactual reasoning abilities purportedly involved in interrogative
understanding. This raises the question of whether Ternary does indeed afford any
novel insight. I raise this issue here at the outset in order to anticipate an important
objection that merits attention. But, to simplify discussion of the main arguments I
develop for Ternary, I set this issue aside for now. With these considerations in mind,
let us now turn to the example of contrast-sensitivity of interrogative understanding
that will guide discussions in this paper.

3 Talking about Soy

To illustrate the contrast-sensitivity of interrogative understanding ascriptions, con-
sider the following example.

Soy: Anna and Patrick are analysing data on the performance of the soy industry
this year. Both come to understand why this sector of the economy has remained
stable; however, they come to understand as much after considering distinct pieces
of evidence. Patrick comes to understand why the soy industry remained stable after
learning about E1 (see below), whereas Anna does so after learning about E2:

E1 Despite what was previously announced, the government decided against provid-
ing additional subsidies to soy producers this year. As a result, the soy industry
did not grow.

2 See, e.g., Kelp (2015), Sliwa (2017) and Khalifa (2017, ch. 3); for a discussion: Ross (2020). I will remain
neutral on this dispute here.
3 For some elaborations of this view, see, e.g., Grimm (2014), Hills (2015, pp. 667–668), Strevens (2016)
and Khalifa (2017, chs. 1 & 2).
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E2 Despite the sharp decrease inChina’s demand for soy, SouthKorea has intervened
to help the industry by buying up all the excess of the grain at the original price.
As a result, the soy industry did not slump.

As stipulated above, both Patrick and Anna understand why the soy industry
remained stable this year. Thus,

(i) Patrick understands why the soy industry remained stable; and
(ii) Anna understands why the soy industry remained stable.

Now, consider what might seem a trivial question: does Patrick understand why the
soy industry remained stable? As stipulated above, after learning about E1, he comes
to understand as much. However, it is patently clear that Patrick does not understand
this in quite the same way as Anna (who comes to understand this after considering a
distinct body of evidence E2). So, there is at least one sense in which it seems plausible
to say that

(ia) Patrick does not understand why the soy industry remained stable.

And note that we can make similar considerations regarding Anna. It is clear that
Anna may plausibly be said to understand why the soy industry remained stable after
learning about E2; but, it is also clear that she does not understand this in quite the
same way as Patrick (who understands as much after learning about E1). Thus, in at
least one sense,

(iia) Anna does not understand why the soy industry remained stable.

How dowe explain this shift in evaluations from (i) to (ia) and from (ii) to (iia)? One
potential explanation appeals to the idea that interrogative understanding is gradable.
It is in this sense that a subject Smight sensibly be said to understandwhy p to a greater
or lesser degree than someone else. For example, consider how we might reasonably
say that a 7-year-old understands why the Earth orbits the Sun to a lesser degree than
an undergraduate Physics student—who presumably has more information about the
astronomical facts that make it the case that the Earth orbits the Sun. Moreover, note
how we can iterate this line of thinking and say that the undergraduate student will
understand this astronomical fact less than a Astrophysics professor. This professor
may, in turn, understand this less than an expert on the Earth’s rotation—and so on
and so forth.

Our recognition that interrogative understanding comes in degrees plays a central
role in howwe attribute this epistemic state. For instance, note how it might be sensible
to claim that a 7-year-old child understandswhy the Earth orbits the Sun in a classroom
setting, and yet deny she understands as much in the context of an undergraduate
Astrophysics seminar. Now, this doesn’t mean that we thereby judge that the child
doesn’t at all understand why the Earth orbits the Sun. Rather, this retraction is due
to our recognition that one has to satisfy more demanding conditions to be attributed
interrogative understandingof this fact in the latter context. Likewise, note that even if it
is reasonable to claim that an undergraduate Physics student understandswhy the Earth
revolves around the Sun in the Astrophysics seminar, it might still be appropriate to
retract this attribution in the contextwhere a panel ofAstrophysics experts is discussing
the rotation of the Earth. Again, this is not to say that the student completely fails
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to understand why the Earth revolves around the Sun. Rather, it is due to an implicit
recognition that this latter context ismore epistemically demanding and that the student
does not meet the standards to be attributed interrogative understanding there.

Returning now to our protagonists Patrick and Anna. Can we explain the shift from
(i) to (ia) and from (ii) to (iia) in terms of the increasing epistemic demandingness
of the context? I propose that we cannot. After all, what seems to best explain our
retraction of interrogative understanding attributions to Patrick and Anna is that we
take there to be a fundamental difference in the kind of epistemic state we attribute
to each of them (not the degree of such epistemic states). To appreciate this fact, let’s
stipulate that Patrick and Anna understand why the soy industry remained stable to
the same degree. (Let’s say they both understand this to a degree d1.) Even if we
stipulate as much, I take it there is still one sense in which Patrick can be said to
understand why the soy industry remained stable whereas Anna does not (namely,
an understanding in terms of E1). Likewise, I hold that there is some sense in which
we can say that Anna understands why this sector of the economy remained stable
which Patrick fails to understand (namely, an understanding in terms of E2). Thus,
appealing to the gradability of interrogative understanding and to facts about how the
demandingness of different context governs our attributions of this epistemic state
fails to account for the shift in evaluations we find from (i) to (ia) and from (ii) to (iia).

I propose that we can begin to gain insight into what is going on in the case of Soy
when we restate our interrogative understanding attribution to Patrick as follows:

(iii) Patrick understands why the soy industry remained stable rather than grow.

Construing (i) in terms of (iii) pinpoints the specific sense in which Patrick can
be said to understand why the soy industry remained stable. Moreover, this way of
rephrasing Patrick’s epistemic state clarifies in which sense he can be said to not
understand as much:

(iv) Patrick does not understand why the soy industry remained stable rather than
slump.

This seems plausible. After all, the information Patrick possesses only rules out
the scenario of growth in the soy industry—not the scenario where it slumped. By
restating (i) and (ia) in terms of (iii) and (iv), we can see that whether Patrick can be
said to understand why the soy industry remained stable will vary depending on which
alternative outcome (growing vs. slumping) is under consideration. Thus, the shift in
our evaluations from (i) to (ia) is a clear case of contrast-sensitivity.

Similar considerations are apt to explain the shift in our evaluation of Anna’s epis-
temic state. We can restate the claim that Anna understands why the soy industry
remained stable as:

(v) Anna understands why the soy industry remained stable rather than slump.

Furthermore, I contend that we can aptly restate the claim that Anna does not
understand why the soy industry remained stable as follows:

(vi) Anna does not understand why the soy industry remained stable rather than grow.

This suggests that our evaluation of whether Anna has interrogative understanding
about the soy industry’s performance is sensitive to the alternative outcome we are
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considering. Thus, our evaluation of whether Anna understands why the soy industry
remained stable is also contrast-sensitive.

In sum, the considerations in this section lend support to the idea that at least
some interrogative understanding ascriptions of the form ‘S understands why p’ are
contrast-sensitive.4 This pattern of variation in ascriptions of interrogative understand-
ing are puzzling. After all, we typically interpret claims of the form ‘S understands
why p’ as outright ascriptions of interrogative understanding. That is, we often take
attributions of understanding-why to be invariant with respect to which alternatives
to p we consider. So, if I claim to understand why Pete ate an apple (because he was
hungry), presumably this is unaffected by whether I understand why he ate the banana
or the pizza instead. But, the example of Soy provides a clear case where attributions
of interrogative understanding are indeed sensitive to such factors. In what follows, I
assess the implications of this proposal for theorising about the nature of interrogative
understanding.

4 Ternary

As already stated, Ternary is the thesis that ‘understands why’ expresses a three-
place epistemic relation between a subject, a fact p, and an alternative to p, q. More
schematically:

Ternary ‘Understands why’ posits a three-place epistemic relation of under-
standing-why between a subject S, a fact p, and an alternative to p, q—i.e., U-
why(S,p,q).

In this section, I first show that Ternary can account for the contrast-sensitivity
of interrogative understanding ascriptions. I then demonstrate that Ternary offers
resources with which to make sense of two other notable patterns in our attributions
of this epistemic state: their gradability and their sensitivity to the epistemic demand-
ingness of different contexts. In light of these considerations, I propose that there is at
least some initial support for endorsing Ternary.

As a first step to developing the arguments in this section, let’s once more return
to the case of Soy. As discussed in the previous section, it seems natural to claim that
Patrick can both be said to understand why the soy industry remained stable and to not
so understand. To make better sense of this puzzling shift in evaluations of Patrick’s
epistemic states, I proposed we should restate them as follows:

(iii) Patrick understands why the soy industry remained stable rather than grow; but,
(iv) Patrick does not understand why the soy industry remained stable rather than

slump.

Ternary naturally accommodates for the epistemic state ascribed in both these
claims. In more detail, Ternary has us read (iii) as the claim that Patrick stands in
a three-place relation of understanding-why that takes as its other two arguments the
fact the soy industry remained stable and the (unrealised) alternative that this sector

4 I address the question of whether all ascriptions of interrogative understanding are similarly contrast-
sensitive in Sect. 6.
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of the economy actually grew. That is, Ternary suggests that (iii) posits the epistemic
relation U-why(Patrick,stable,grow). Furthermore, in line with Ternary we can read (iv)
as the denial that Patrick stands in another understanding-why relation that takes as
its other arguments the fact that the soy industry remained stable and the (unrealised)
alternative that the soy industry slumped—U-why(Patrick,stable,slump). Thus, accord-
ing to Ternary, when we claim that Patrick understands why the soy industry remained
stable, we judge that he satisfies the epistemic relation U-why(Patrick,stable,grow).
Moreover, when we deny that Patrick understands as much, we effectively deny that
he stands in the distinct epistemic relation U-why(Patrick,stable,slump).

Ternary also aptly accommodates for the shift in our evaluations of whether Anna
understands why the soy industry remained stable. Again, recall that we can pinpoint
the difference in these claims by restating them as follows:

(v) Anna understands why the soy industry remained stable rather than slump; and,
(vi) Anna does not understand why the soy industry remained stable rather than grow.

According to Ternary, we can read (v) as the claim that Anna stands in a
three-place epistemic relation of understanding-why, which takes as its two other
arguments the fact that the soy industry remained stable and the (unrealised) alter-
native that the soy industry actually slumped. That is, (v) posits the epistemic
relation U-why(Anna,stable,slump). And according to Ternary, (vi) can be read as
the denial that Anna stands in an understanding-why relation to the fact that the
soy industry remained stable and the (unrealised) alternative that the soy industry
grew—U-why(Anna,stable,grow). Thus, Ternary allows us to frame this difference in
Anna’s epistemic states more clearly in terms of two distinct epistemic relations: U-
why(Anna,stable,slump) and U-why(Anna,stable,grow). So when we say that Anna does
understand why the soy industry remained stable, we have the former epistemic rela-
tion in mind; and when we deny she understands as much, we have the latter epistemic
relation instead.

In sum, Ternary aptly captures the contrast-sensitivity in our attributions of inter-
rogative understanding to Patrick andAnna. Now, to the extent that we can regard these
interrogative understanding ascriptions to be genuinely contrast-sensitive, I contend
that these considerations offer a first line of support to Ternary. For the remainder of
this section, I offer two further reasons to endorse this thesis.

A secondwelcome theoretical upshot of Ternary is that it offers a simple explanation
for the gradability of interrogative understanding ascriptions. As previously noted,
this feature of our attributions of interrogative understanding is made evident in how
a person might be said to understand why p to a greater or lesser degree than another.
For example, it may be reasonable to judge that a 7-year-old child understands why the
Earth orbits the Sun to a lesser degree than an undergraduate Physics student. We can
imagine that this is because we recognise that even if the child may cite facts about the
Sun’s gravitational pull on Earth, and how this prevents the Earth from drifting off into
space, they would probably fail to understand why this gravitational pull doesn’t just
cause the Earth to collide into the Sun. And insofar as we can expect that the Physics
student will grasp that it is the orbital velocity of the Earth that prevents it from
colliding into the Sun, she can then reasonably be said to have fuller understanding of
why the Earth orbits the Sun. Elaborating on this example in terms of Ternary suggests
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the following description of the child’s and the Physics student’s respective epistemic
states:

(vii) The child understands why the Earth orbits the Sun rather than drift off into
space.

(viii) The Physics student understands why the Earth orbits the Sun rather than drift
off into space, or collide into the Sun.

This way of fleshing out the epistemic states of the child and the Physics stu-
dent provides a straightforward explanation of their differing degrees of interrogative
understanding about the Earth’s orbit around the Sun. The child understands this to a
lesser degree because she cannot rule out the possibility that the Earth just collides
into the Sun. And it is the Physics student’s understanding of why this doesn’t happen
that explains why she can reasonably be attributed a greater degree of understanding
of this fact.

More generally, the above considerations suggest that the degree to which a person
can be said to understand why p is a direct function of the number of alternatives to p
she can rule out. This account also allows us to explain why an Astrophysics professor
can be said to have a much greater degree of understanding of why the Earth orbits
the Sun than the undergraduate Physics student. In particular, we can expect that the
Professor’s expertisewill enable her to eliminate a greater number of other alternatives,
beyond those that the undergraduate is able to. For instance, we can plausibly say that
the professor will understand why the Earth orbits the Sun rather than drift off into
space, collide into the Sun, go back and forth only half-way around the Sun, etc.

A third and last welcome theoretical upshot of Ternary is that it helps to make
sense of how the perception of epistemic demandingness of different contexts governs
interrogative understanding ascriptions. To explain, recall once more how it can be
natural to say that a 7-year-old can understand why the Earth revolves around the Sun
within a classroom setting, yet to deny this attribution in a university Astrophysics
seminar. A plausible explanation for this retraction appeals to the idea that we can
measure degrees of interrogative understanding of p as a function of the number
of contrasts to p one can rule out. In line with this idea, it is plausible to claim
that the epistemic demandingness of a given context will be a direct function of the
number of contrasts to a fact p one must rule out in order to be attributed interrogative
understanding of p. Thus, the reason a 7-year-old can be attributed understanding of
why the Earth revolves around the Sun within a classroom setting is that she can rule
out at least some quite simple alternatives to this fact—e.g., that the gravitational pull
of the Sun does not allow the Earth to shoot off into space. However, it is sensible to
expect that one must rule out a greater number of more elaborate alternatives in order
to be attributed interrogative understanding of this fact in an Astrophysics seminar—
e.g., the alternative outcome that the Earth just collides into the Sun. Likewise, to
be attributed interrogative understanding of this fact in the context where a panel of
experts is discussing the Earth’s orbit around the Sun, one would be required to be
able to rule out an even further number of alternatives, such as the fact that the Earth
does not just go back and forth only half-way around the Sun—and so and so forth
for more (or less) epistemically demanding contexts.
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The observations in this section thus provide some initial support for Ternary. How-
ever, they do not entail this thesis. For instance, it is an entirely open possibility that
the contrast-sensitivity of interrogative understanding can be accounted for in terms
of Binary—i.e., the idea that we can analyse interrogative understanding attributions
in terms of a two-place relation of understanding-why between a subject and a given
fact. In the following section, I assess this proposal. I first discuss the three most
plausible readings Binary in which this thesis could be said to account for interroga-
tive understanding ascriptions featuring “rather than” clauses. The readings discussed
are modelled on proposals from the relevant literature that attempt to explain the
contrast-sensitivity of claims that feature other philosophical concepts (e.g., ‘knowl-
edge’, ‘reasons’, and ‘explains’). After introducing these distinct readings of Binary,
I then explain why there are good reasons to reject each one of them.

5 Binary and contrast-sensitivity

5.1 Binary-gradable

One seemingly promising way to account for claims of the sort ‘S understands why
p rather than q’ in terms of Binary is to interpret the relevant “rather than” clauses
to mean “more than”. On this proposal, for S to understand why p rather than q,
S must stand in the epistemic relation U-why(S,p) to a given degree d1, and stand
in the epistemic relation U-why(S,q) to a different degree d2, where d1> d2. I denom-
inate this view ‘Binary-gradable’.5 More schematically:

Binary-gradable S understands why p rather than q iff S understands why p
(U-why(S,p)) more than she understands why q (U-why(S,q)).

Binary-gradable relies on the natural idea that some people can be said to understand
why p to a greater or lesser degree than others. Given that interrogative understanding
is indeedgradable, thenBinary-gradable canbe said to account for at least the following
interrogative understanding ascriptions from Soy:

(iii) Patrick understands why the soy industry remained stable rather than grow this
year.

(v) Anna understands why the soy industry remained stable rather than slump this
year.

In line with Binary-gradable, we can read (iii) as the claim that Patrick understands
why the soy industry remained stable more than he understands why it grew this
year. This seems plausible. Since Patrick does understand to at least some degree why
the soy industry remained stable (as stipulated in Soy), and that he simply does not
understand at all why it grew (since it didn’t), then he will of course understand the
former to a greater extent than the latter. Thus, we can say that Patrick stands in the
epistemic relation U-why(Patrick,stable) to a given degree d1, and to the relation U-
why(Patrick,grow) to degree d2, where d1 > d2. Similarly, Binary-gradable suggests

5 Binary-gradable models similar attempts to account for the contrast-sensitivity of reasons claims (Snede-
gar 2017, p. 26)
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that (v) can be read as the claim that Anna understands why the soy industry remained
stable more than she understands why it slumped. Again, this seems right: since Anna
has some degree of understanding of why it remained stable (as stipulated), yet no
understanding of why the soy industry slumped, then it would seem right to say that
she understands the formermore than the latter. In other words, i.e., U-why(Anna,stable)
to degree d3, and U-why(Anna,slump) to degree d4, where d3 > d4.

So far so good. But, even if Binary-gradable might seem promising at first, I will
now argue that this view runs into trouble. This problem arises because this view
posits a strict relation between the contrast-sensitivity of interrogative understanding
ascriptions and differences in degrees of understanding. Thus, a natural corollary of
Binary-gradable is that the negation of ‘S understands why p rather than q’ either
implies that S has a same degree of understanding-why of both p and q, or that S
actually understands why q more than she understands why p. To see why positing
this strict relation between contrast-sensitivity and degrees of understanding causes
trouble for Binary-gradable, consider again the following evaluation of Patrick and
Anna’s epistemic states from Soy:

(iv) Patrick does not understand why the soy industry remained stable rather than
slump.

(vi) Anna does not understand why the soy industry remained stable rather than grow.

The challenge for Binary-gradable is that on this view, (iv) is to be read either as:

(iva) Patrick understands (to degree d1) why the soy industry remained stable to a
same degree (to degree d1) as to why it slumped; or

(ivb) Patrick understands (to degree d2) why the soy industry slumped more than he
understands (to degree d1) why it remained stable (d2 > d1).

Similarly, Binary-gradable has us read (vi) as either:

(via) Anna understands (to degree d3) why the soy industry remained stable to a same
degree (to degree d3) as to why it grew; or

(vib) Anna understands why the soy industry grew (to degree d4) more than she
understands (to degree d3) why it remained stable (d4 > d3).

Note that all of (iva), (ivb), (via), and (vib) are ultimately implausible. The correct
explanation for (iv) and (vi) is that Patrick and Anna have a restricted amount of
information about the soy industry’s performance, and as such they do not understand
the stability of the soy industrywith respect to every potential scenario (growth/slump).
This underscores the fact that there are distinctways of understanding the performance
of a given sector of the economy, and that these make salient incompatible sets of
contrasts (stable rather than grow, or stable rather than slump). By forcing a reading
of “rather than” clauses purely in terms of degrees of understanding, Binary-gradable
fails to capture this subtlety in our ascriptions of understanding-why.
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5.2 Binary-conjunction

A second natural way to try to account for occurrences of “rather than” clauses in
terms of Binary is to interpret these clauses to mean “and not”.6 This amounts to the
proposal that for a subject S to understand why p rather than q, she must stand in two
distinct epistemic relations: U-why(S,p) and U-why(S,not−q). I denominate this view
‘Binary-conjunction’.7 More schematically:

Binary-conjunction S understands why p rather than q iff S understands why p
(U-why(S,p)) and why not-q (U-why(S,not−q)).

To a first approximation, Binary-conjunction seems to neatly capture the contrast-
sensitivity of interrogative understanding ascriptions. To see how, consider once more
our evaluation of Patrick’s epistemic states from Soy:

(iii) Patrick understands why the soy industry remained stable rather than grow.
(iv) Patrick does not understand why the soy industry remained stable rather than

slump.

According to Binary-conjunction, (iii) can be read as the claim that Patrick under-
stands why the soy industry remained stable and why it did not grow. This reading
seems plausible. After all, Patrick knows that despite what was previously announced,
the government did not provide additional subsidies to soy producers this year, mak-
ing it so that the soy industry did not grow. In this sense, it is easy to see that he both
understands why the soy industry remained stable (U-why(Patrick,stable)), and why it
did not grow (U-why(Patrick,not−grow)). Furthermore, in linewithBinary-conjunction,
we can read (iv) as the claim that Patrick does not understand why the soy industry
remained stable and why it did not slump. This also sounds plausible. After all, it is
reasonable to deny that Patrick has understanding of why this sector of the economy
did not slump.

Similar considerations appear apt to account for our evaluation of Anna’s epistemic
states:

(v) Anna understands why the soy industry remained stable rather than slump this
year.

(vi) Anna does not understand why the soy industry remained stable rather than grow
this year.

Binary conjunction suggests that we can read (v) as the claim that Anna understands
why the soy industry remained stable and why it did not slump.Again, this is plausible.
For, Anna has been informed that despite the sharp decrease in China’s demand for
soy, South Korea has intervened to help the soy industry by buying up all the excess
of the grain at the original price—which prevented a slump in the sector. In this
sense, Anna can be said to both understand why the soy industry remained stable

6 Binary-conjunction models similar proposals that purport to explain the contrast sensitivity of claims
featuring ‘explains’ (Ruben 1987), ‘knows’ (Kallestrup 2009) and ‘reason’ (Snedegar 2017, p. 26).
7 Another possible formulation of this proposal is that ‘S understands why p rather than q’ means that S
has interrogative understanding of the complex proposition p-and-not-q. The arguments I develop in this
section apply, mutatis mutandis, to this alternative reading.
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(U-why(Anna,stable)), and why it did not slump (U-why(Anna,not−slump)). Moreover,
we can similarly reinterpret (vi) as the claim that Anna does not understand why the
soy industry remained stable and why it did not grow. Given that Anna has insufficient
information to be attributed this second epistemic state, it then makes sense to deny
this conjunction of interrogative understanding ascriptions.

So, there are at least some reasons to think Binary-conjunction offers a plausible
reading of interrogative understanding ascriptions featuring “rather than” clauses.
However, I contend that we should reject Binary-conjunction. The problem is that on
this view, understanding why p and why not-q is both a necessary and sufficient to
understand why p rather than q. As we will see below, there is good reason to reject
this claim.

Let’s begin by discussing a case where the sufficiency direction of Binary-
conjunction fails. Consider the case of a skilled mathematicianMary who understands
why there are an infinite number of primes. Thus, Mary satisfies the epistemic relation
of U-why(Mary,in f ini te primes). Now, suppose Mary also understands why it is not the
case that 4 is a prime number. In this sense, we can say thatMary satisfies the epistemic
relation of U-why(Mary,not−4 prime). So, Mary both understands why there is an infin-
ity of prime numbers, and why it is not the case that 4 is a prime number. According to
Binary-conjunction, Mary would thereby understand why there is an infinite number
of primes rather than 4 being a prime number. However, it is implausible to attribute
this epistemic state to Mary. Thus, I contend we should reject the sufficiency direction
of Binary-conjunction.

Let’s now turn to the claim that understanding why p and why not-q is necessary
for understanding why p rather than q. Focusing on examples again helps to show
why this fails. Consider the case in which Mary understands why being subjected to
high levels of radioactivity would cause her harm rather than transform her into a
superhero. Suppose this is because she’s well aware of the dangers of radioactivity,
and of the fact that there is no verified case in which radioactivity transformed peo-
ple into superheroes. According to Binary-conjunction, we should thereby say that
Mary both understands why being subjected to high levels of radioactivity would
cause her harm (U-why(Mary,harm)), and why it would not transform her into a super-
hero (U-why(Mary,not−superhero)). But, suppose Mary has absolutely no idea of why
radioactivity is harmful to people. It is simply not clear to her what about radioactive
particles cause the terrible ailments they do—e.g., why they damage internal organs,
why they cause a slow death, andwhat about them is so threatening. Nevertheless, note
that this is entirely compatible with the possibility that Mary does indeed understand
why radioactivity would cause her harm rather than transform her into a superhero.
After all, she does have sufficient information showing her that there is no evidence
to think otherwise. In this sense, understanding why p and why not-q is not necessary
for understanding why p rather than q.

These considerations show that there are good reasons to reject Binary-conjunction.
As the examples above illustrate, understanding why p and why not-q is neither nec-
essary nor sufficient to understand why p rather than q. As such, Binary-conjunction
cannot account for interrogative understanding ascriptions featuring a “rather than”
clause—and so it fails to capture the contrast-sensitivity of interrogative understand-
ing.
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5.3 Binary-question

A third way onemight try to account for the contrast-sensitivity of interrogative under-
standing is to take claims of the sort ‘S understands why p rather than q’ to posit a
link between a subject and a question.8 Thus, the evaluation that S understands why
p rather than q would effectively amount to the claim that S satisfies the epistemic
relation U-why(S,Q), where Q is the relevant question ‘why p rather than q?’. I dub
this proposal ‘Binary-question’. More schematically:

Binary-question S understandswhy p rather than q iff S understands ‘why p rather
than q?’ (U-why(S,Q)).

This proposal needs to be clarified. Binary-question is not the claim that if S under-
stands why p rather than q, then S linguistically understands this question. Instead, it
is the claim that if S stands in an understanding-why relation to ‘why p rather than
q?’, then S understands that A is an answer to this question.

To a first approximation, Binary-question seems apt to explain the contrast-
sensitivity of interrogative understanding. To see how, recall Patrick’s epistemic states
from Soy:

(iii) Patrick understands why the soy industry remained stable rather than grow.
(iv) Patrick does not understand why the soy industry remained stable rather than

slump.

In line with Binary-question, (iii) can be read as the claim that Patrick
satisfies the epistemic relation of understanding-why with respect to the
question ‘why did the soy industry remain stable rather than grow?’—i.e., U-
why(Patrick,‘why stable rather than grow?′). This amounts to the claim that Patrick
understands that A, where A is an answer to this particular question. This seems
plausible. After all, we can imagine that Patrick does understand that the fact the
government failed to give additional subsidies to the soy industry is why this sec-
tor of the economy remained stable rather than grow. Moreover, it is reasonable to
expect that Patrick would fail to understand an answer to the question ‘why did the
soy industry remain stable rather than slump?’. After all, the only information he has
concerns the question of why the soy industry did not grow. Thus, it seems plau-
sible to read (iv) as the claim that Patrick fails to satisfy the epistemic relation of
understanding-why to the question ‘why did the soy industry remain stable rather than
slump?’—U-why(Patrick,‘why stable rather than slump?′). (I trust the reader will appre-
ciate that similar considerations appear apt to account for the contrast-sensitivity of
Anna’s epistemic states in Soy).

These brief considerations give us at least some reason to think that Binary-question
can indeed account for the contrast-sensitivity of interrogative understanding. How-
ever, I contend that this is a mistake. The main problem with Binary-question is that it
seeks to reduce interrogative understanding to another kind of epistemic state: namely,
propositional understanding. The latter is the epistemic state ascribed by claims of
the form ‘S understands that p’, such as ‘Patrick understands that the government did

8 Binary-conjunction is modelled on similar proposals attempting to account for the contrast-sensitivity of
claims featuring ‘knows’ (Masto 2010).
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not provide additional subsidies to the soy industry’ or ‘Anna understands that South
Korea intervened and bought up all the excess soy’. To see why this is problematic,
recall once more our protagonist Anna from Soy. Suppose Anna has a 10-year-old
daughter, Mary, who is very curious. One day, Anna tells Mary that although China
stopped importing soy, South Korea bought up all the grains which China did not
buy at the same price. Imagine that Anna then adds that this answers the question of
why the soy industry remained stable rather than slump. Now, note how it is plausible
to say that Mary may indeed understand that the fact South Korea bought up all the
excess grain is an answer to the question ‘why did the soy industry remain stable
rather than slump?’. Nevertheless, it is entirely possible that Mary may still fail to
understand why the soy industry remained stable rather than slump. After all, Mary
may very well fail to fully understand the economic facts that make it the case that
South Korea’s intervention prevents the soy industry from collapsing. In this sense,
we have a case in which Mary understands that some fact A is the answer to ‘why did
the soy industry remain stable rather than slump?’, yet where she fails to understand
why the soy industry remained stable rather than slump.

This example effectively demonstrates that attempts to reduce interrogative under-
standing of p to propositional understanding of an answer to ‘why p?’ fail. As such,
I contend that Binary-question cannot adequately account for the contrast-sensitivity
of interrogative understanding ascriptions.

5.4 Taking stock

I have discussed three readings of Binary under which this thesis may appear to
account for the contrast-sensitivity of interrogative understanding ascriptions. Accord-
ing to these readings, we can analyse interrogative understanding ascriptions featuring
“rather than” clauses in terms of two-place epistemic relations of understanding-why
holding between a subject and some fact. I then showed why each of these readings of
Binary fails to do so. Given these shortcomings, I contend there are good reasons to
thinkBinary cannot account for the contrast-sensitivity of interrogative understanding.

Now, it is clear that the arguments in this section are not decisive. I am not claiming
that there is no way of fleshing out Binary such that it can account for the contrast-
sensitivity of interrogative understanding ascriptions. However, I contend that no such
reading has been offered in the literature, nor have there been any analogous views
proposed to account for the contrast-sensitivity of other philosophically relevant con-
cepts. Moreover, since Ternary naturally accommodates for the contrast-sensitivity in
interrogative understanding attributions, I contend that we should prefer Ternary to
Binary.
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6 Objections

On counterfactual reasoning

As discussed at the outset (Sect. 2), many take interrogative understanding to involve
counterfactual reasoning abilities. According to this view, if S understands why p,
and that r is why p, then S would not only correctly evaluate that r engenders p, but
also how changes in r would affect p in various possible ways. It is in this sense that
Grimm (2014) claims that understanding why p requires ‘seeing’ or ‘grasping’ both
the causal dependencies of p and the modal relatedness of such causal factors to p.
Thus, on Grimm’s view, to understand why crows fly is to register not only the causal
dependencies that make it the case that crows fly, but also to have an elaborate modal
sense of how changes in those causal factors would affect whether or not crows fly.
Khalifa (2017) develops an alternative (more minimalist) view of the link between
interrogative understanding and counterfactual reasoning. His proposal is that under-
standing of why p is intricately linked to a capacity to correctly evaluate explanations
for why p, which, in turn, requires the ability to evaluate some informative counter-
factuals. And on a similar note, Hills (2015, pp. 667–668) suggests that understanding
why p requires a form of ‘cognitive control’ of an explanation for p, which, when
well-developed, involves abilities to answer questions about what would happen to p
if certain relevant factors had been different.

This well-established connection between interrogative understanding and coun-
terfactual reasoning proves important for current purposes. On a plausible reading of
this view, if S understands why p, then S would be poised to correctly evaluate what
would have to happen for an unrealised alternative to p, q, to obtain instead, and why q
did not obtain after all. In effect, this means that S would thus understand why p rather
than q. In this light, it is worth asking: could we not capture the contrast-sensitivity of
interrogative understanding entirely in terms of this link to counterfactual reasoning?
To substantiate this idea, recall the example of Patrick in Soy once more. As we saw,
this case stipulates that

(i) Patrick understands why the soy industry remained stable.

because he learned that the government did not provide additional subsidies to soy
producers this year, and so this sector of the economy did not grow as expected. Yet,
it is also reasonable to say that

(ia) Patrick does not understand why the soy industry remained stable.

insofar as he does not understand this in the same way that Anna does. Now, note
that we can aptly characterise this shift in our evaluations of Patrick’s epistemic states
as a function of the counterfactual claims we can reasonably expect him to correctly
evaluate. For example, Patrick is presumably in a position to correctly evaluate which
conditions would have to have been in place for the soy industry to have grown as
expected. But, it is implausible to say that Patrick’s epistemic state would allow him
to engage in counterfactual reasoning about how the soy industry might easily have
slumped instead of remaining stable (in the way that Anna could). Thus, the evaluation
that
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(iii) Patrick understands why the soy industry remained stable rather than grow

can be aptly explained in terms of our expectation that Patrick would be able to
engage in counterfactual reasoning about the possibility that the soy industry could
have grown if additional subsidies had been given; and the evaluation that

(iv) Patrick does not understand why the soy industry remained stable rather than
slump

is presumably explained by our expectation that he would not be in a position to
evaluate relevant counterfactuals on what could have led the soy industry to slump.

These considerations raise the question of whether Ternary is indeed an informative
thesis. After all, one of the main motivations for Ternary is that this thesis seems apt
to capture the contrast-sensitivity of interrogative understanding ascriptions (Sect. 4).
But, if we can explain this feature in terms of abilities for counterfactual reasoning,
then would Ternary not just be a restatement of the idea that interrogative understand-
ing enables one to evaluate relevant counterfactuals?9 To press this concern some
more, note that we can also recast the two other arguments given for Ternary in terms
of this link to counterfactual reasoning. For example, the gradability of interrogative
understanding could presumably also be explained as a function of the kinds and num-
ber of counterfactual claims one could evaluate. So, the 7-year-old child understands
why the Earth orbits the Sun to a lesser degree than an undergraduate Physics stu-
dent because the former can evaluate fewer and less complex counterfactuals than the
student. Furthermore, this way of characterising the gradability of interrogative under-
standing can help explain what guides our evaluation of the epistemic demandingness
of different contexts. For, we would presumably expect that attributions of interrog-
ative understanding of the Earth’s orbit in, say, a classroom setting would depend on
which kinds of counterfactual claims about orbital rotation one would be expected to
correctly evaluate in that context.

Reply: I contend that upon closer scrutiny, Ternary proves more adequate to explain
features of interrogative understanding than explanations in terms of abilities for coun-
terfactual reasoning. To develop this claim, it is first useful to show how the abilities
for counterfactual reasoning involved in interrogative understanding are the same,
regardless of whether we express this epistemic state in terms of Ternary or Binary. To
explain, let’s focus on Binary-conjunction (see Sect. 5.2).10 As previously discussed,
Binary-conjunction has us read the claims

(iii) Patrick understands why the soy industry remained stable rather than grow

and

(iv) Patrick does not understand why the soy industry remained stable rather than
slump.

as the claims that Patrick understands why the soy industry remained stable and
why it did not grow, but that he does not understand why the soy industry did not

9 I would like to thank an anonymous reviewer for suggesting I discuss this objection.
10 The arguments I offer here can be developed,mutatismutandis, for Binary-gradable andBinary-question.
But for current purposes, all we need is to show that these arguments work for Binary-conjunction.
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slump.Now, given that interrogative understanding involves abilities for counterfactual
reasoning, it is instructive to ask: what kinds of counterfactual claims is Patrick poised
to correctly evaluate? To answer this question, let’s focus on some of the accounts
detailed in the beginning of this section.

On Grimm’s account, Patrick would presumably ‘see’ or ‘grasp’ that the failure
to provide additional subsidies is the main factor that led the soy industry to remain
stable, and that giving such subsidies would have led the soy industry to have grown
instead. However, Patrick is presumably not in a position to ‘see’ or ‘grasp’what causal
factors were likely to have led the soy industry to have slumped (in the way Anna is).
Likewise, on Khalifa’s proposal Patrick would be in a position to run some informative
counterfactuals about what would have to have happened for the soy industry to have
grown, but not on what conditions were likely to have led this sector of the economy to
have slumped. And in line with Hill’s proposal, Patrick would have cognitive control
over the explanation for why the soy industry remained stable, which presumably
allows him to draw the conclusion about what would have to have been in place for
it to have grown—but not about what would have to have been in place for it to have
slumped.

Thus, on all these accounts, Patrick can reasonably be expected to correctly eval-
uate counterfactuals about the possibility that the soy industry could have grown
if additional subsidies had been given; however, he is plausibly not in a position
to evaluate relevant counterfactuals on what could have led the soy industry to
slump. Now, note that these are presumably the very same kinds of counterfactual
claims involved in Patrick’s epistemic state when this is framed in terms of Ternary.
After all, the fact that Patrick satisfies the relation U-why(Patrick,stable,grow) but not
U-why(Patrick,stable,slump) effectively means that he can carry out counterfactual rea-
soning about how the soy industry could have grown, but not about the alternative
scenario about how this sector could have slumped. However, if the abilities for coun-
terfactual reasoning are the same, regardless of whether we express Patrick’s epistemic
state in terms of Binary-conjunction or Ternary, then Ternary cannot be a mere restate-
ment of the link between interrogative understanding and abilities for counterfactual
reasoning. After all, as argued for in detail in previous sections, Binary-conjunction
and Ternary are incompatible. Thus, even if satisfying epistemic relations of the form
U-why(S,p,q) enable one to evaluate relevant counterfactuals about p and q, this does
not mean that this epistemic relation is reducible to such abilities for counterfactual
reasoning.

Furthermore, I contend that since the link to counterfactual reasoning is invariant
under Ternary and Binary-conjunction, and given there are good reasons to reject
Binary-conjunction, then Ternary affords more insight into the nature of interroga-
tive understanding than explanations in terms of abilities for counterfactual reasoning.
To explain, note that as illustrated above with the case of Patrick, explanation of the
contrast-sensitivity of interrogative understanding in terms of abilities for counter-
factual reasoning is compatible with Binary-conjunction. But, given my arguments
for thinking Binary-conjunction is false (Sect. 5.2), this explanation in terms of abil-
ities for counterfactual reasoning is inadequate. After all, such an explanation will
ultimately be compatible with a thesis which we have good reason to reject. Thus,
an account of the contrast-sensitivity in terms of Ternary is more accurate. After all,
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it not only captures the link between interrogative understanding and counterfactual
reasoning, but is also strictly incompatible with (all versions of) Binary.

Similar considerations showwhy there are good reasons to prefer explanations of the
gradability of interrogative understanding in terms of Ternary to explanations in terms
of abilities for counterfactual reasoning. Once more, the problem with the latter kind
of explanation is that it is compatible with Binary-conjunction. To illustrate, consider
once more the case of gradability previously discussed in which a 7-year-old-child is
plausibly said to understand why the Earth orbits the Sun to a lesser degree than an
undergraduate Physics student. As previously discussed (Sect. 4), we can rephrase the
epistemic states of this child and the Physics student as follows:

(vii) The child understands why the Earth orbits the Sun rather than drift off into
space.

(viii) The Physics student understands why the Earth orbits the Sun rather than drift
off into space, or collide into the Sun.

According to the explanation in terms of abilities for counterfactual reasoning,
the child understands why the Earth orbits the Sun to a lesser degree because she can
correctly evaluate fewer and less complex counterfactuals than the Physics student. For
example,we can expect her to correctly evaluatewhatwould happen if the gravitational
pull of the Sun faded, but not what would need to happen for the Earth to indeed collide
into the Sun (as the Physics student would). Now, note that this explanation is entirely
compatible with a Binary-conjunction reading of the relevant epistemic states. On this
view, (vii) expresses the claim that the child understands both why the Earth orbits
the Sun and why the Earth does not drift off into space. And presumably, the latter
epistemic state would involve precisely the same abilities for counterfactual reasoning
already identified above: namely of correctly evaluating what would happen if the
gravitational pull of the Sun faded, but not what would need to happen for the Earth to
collide into the Sun. These considerations effectively demonstrate that an explanation
of the gradability of interrogative understanding in terms of counterfactual reasoning is
compatiblewithBinary-conjunction.Moreover, given there is good reason to reject this
thesis, then this explanation in terms of counterfactuals is thereby inadequate. Thus, I
contend we should prefer an account of the gradability of interrogative understanding
in terms of Ternary—as, again, this account not only aptly captures the link between
interrogative understanding and counterfactual reasoning, but also is incompatible
with (all versions of) Binary. (I trust the reader will see how these considerations show
that Ternary is better suited to explain the sensitivity of interrogative understanding
attributions to the demandingness of different contexts.)

In sum, far from being a mere restatement of the link between interrogative
understanding and counterfactual reasoning, I contend that Ternary proves to be an
informative thesis. For, as suggested in this section, there are good reasons to prefer
explanations of the contrast-sensitivity, gradability, and context-sensitivity of inter-
rogative understanding ascriptions in terms of Ternary over explanations in terms of
abilities for counterfactual reasoning—as the latter is compatible with (at least one
version of) Binary. Thus, I maintain that Ternary offers valuable resources that can
help guide inquiry into the nature of interrogative understanding.
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Lastly, there is yet an additional consideration in favour of explanations in terms
of Ternary. Notably, there is an ongoing and heated dispute about how to best charac-
terise the abilities for counterfactual reasoning involved in interrogative understanding.
Indeed, as pointed out earlier in this section, the approaches developed by Grimm,
Khalifa and Hills offer quite different perspectives on this issue (see also Strevens
2016). Accounts in terms of Ternary are independent of such disputes, thus allowing
us to provide a unified explanation of features of interrogative understanding with-
out having to take sides on such controversial matters. This indicates another way in
which Ternary proves to be more theoretically fruitful than explanations in terms of
counterfactual reasoning abilities.

Is interrogative understanding always contrastive?

According to Ternary, a subject S never understands why p simpliciter. Instead, under-
standing of why p is always relative to some particular contrast to p, q. This means
that whenever we say that some subject S understands why p, we actually claim that
S understands why p rather than q (U-why(S,p,q)). Now, as the examples discussed in
this paper demonstrate, there are some cases in which this proposal seems apt. For
instance, the contrast-sensitivity we find in the case of Soy seems to be best accounted
for in terms of the idea that interrogative understanding is contrastive. But, once we
move past these examples, it might seem less clear that contrastivism is always appro-
priate. For instance, consider a case in which a subject S is said to understand why
2 is a prime number. Is it appropriate to say that what we actually express in this
case is that S understands why 2 is a prime number rather than not? This might seem
somewhat odd. After all, we don’t typically make it explicit that we are attributing this
latter epistemic state. So, why should we accept this outcome of Ternary?

Reply: Although it is true that attributions of interrogative understanding do not
typically make it explicit that they are relative to some contrast or other, note that
we also often do not make explicit the degree of interrogative understanding that we
ascribe to others or ourselves. That is, we do not typically claim that ‘S understands
why p to degree d1’. Nevertheless, it is clear that we do evaluate the degree to which
S will understand why p when ascribing to her this epistemic state. For example, it
is clear that when I say that a 7-year-old understands why the Earth revolves around
the Sun, I implicitly recognise that she will understand this to a lesser degree than
an undergraduate Physics student. Furthermore, note that attributions of interrogative
understanding typically do not make it explicit that they are relative to a particular con-
text. For example, when I claim that a 7-year-old understands why the Earth revolves
around the Sun, I will typically attribute this epistemic state with some particular set of
contexts inmind (e.g., those of a classroom setting, rather that of anAstrophysics Sem-
inar). Yet, when I ascribe interrogative understanding to this child, I will typically not
make it explicit which context I have in mind. Now, to the extent that it seems natural
to consider the degree of interrogative understanding and the epistemic demanding-
ness of different contexts as governing our attributions of interrogative understanding,
even when these are not explicitly noted, it is unclear why we should not accept that
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contrasts can also govern our attributions of interrogative understanding (even if they
are not explicitly noted).

Concerns about triviality

Perhaps one of the most well-accepted formulations of contrastivism in the recent
philosophical literature is the idea that explanation is contrastive (see, e.g., Van
Fraassen 1980). According to this view, whether some fact can plausibly be said
to explain why p will depend on which alternatives to p we focus on. For instance,
suppose I cite the fact that Peter was hungry (E) as an explanation for why Peter ate
the apple. Now, it is quite reasonable to think that it is true that E explains why Peter
ate the apple rather than just stay seated on the sofa; yet, it is intuitively false to say
that E explains why Peter ate the apple rather than the pear, or the pizza since these
different options of food could just as well have satiated Peter’s hunger. In effect, this
suggests that whether the fact E succeeds in explaining why Peter ate the apple will
hinge on which particular class of contrasts we focus on—e.g., whether we focus on
Peter’s actions or on his choices of food.

The idea that explanation is contrastive in this way has important consequences for
an evaluation of the arguments developed in this paper. That is because many contend
that interrogative understanding is intrinsically linked to explanation. According to
this view, a minimal condition for understanding why p is that one have a certain set
of abilities for explaining why p. Now, if interrogative understanding of p is indeed
underwritten by an ability to explain why p, then one might think that contrastivism
about interrogative understanding is simply parasitic on the fact that explanation itself
is contrastive. As such, the proposal that interrogative understanding is contrastive
would not be any different from the already influential view that explanations are
contrastive.

Reply: To begin, it is important to note that there is significant controversy over the
idea that interrogative understanding of p is indeed linked to an ability to explain why
p. For instance, Lipton (2009) has famously argued that after considering Galileo’s
thought-experiments, one can reasonably be said to understand why the acceleration
of bodies does not depend on their masses. However, as Lipton points out, it is entirely
possible that one may still fail to provide an explanation for why this is the case. And
Newman (2012) contends that one can have interrogative understanding of p even
when one has only an ability to make inferences about why some fact might explain
a given explanandum—that is, even if one lacks a full-fledged explanation.

The controversy surrounding the role of explanation in interrogative understanding
underscores how the arguments in this paper prove informative for future research on
the nature of this epistemic state. For, on the one hand, if interrogative understanding
is not intrinsically linked to an ability to explain, then the idea that interrogative
understanding is contrastive offers novel insight into the nature of this epistemic state.
On the other hand, if one defends interrogative understanding is indeed underwritten
by an ability to explain, then the arguments in this paper can be taken as offering
support for this thesis. In this way, the proposal that interrogative understanding is
contrastive is far from trivial.
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7 Conclusion

I have been arguing for Ternary—i.e., the view that ‘understands why’ posits a three-
place epistemic relation of understanding-why between a subject, a fact p, and a
contrast top, q. In support of this thesis, I first demonstrated how some statements of the
form ‘S understands why p’ are contrast-sensitive and that these attributions actually
express claims of the form ‘S understands why p rather than q’. I then showed that
Ternary naturally accounts for such interrogative understanding attributions, as well as
two other notable patterns in howwe ascribe this epistemic state. I then considered and
rejected non-contrastive accounts of interrogative understanding attributions featuring
“rather than” clauses. Lastly, I discussed and refuted three objections to the arguments
in this paper. In light of these considerations, I contend that there are indeed good
reasons to think that interrogative understanding is contrastive.
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